CORRIGENDUM TO TENDER DOCUMENTATION

Call for tenders

No. PS/SRV/TOD/015/2021

Detailed Design, Development and Maintenance of the Transport Observatory Database/Information System (TODIS)

Subject: This document is a corrigendum to the tender documentation for the Detailed Design, Development and Maintenance of the Transport Observatory Database/Information System (TODIS). The contract notice has been initially published on Official Journal of the European Union on 20 September 2021 (Ref. 2017/S 052-095358).

The current document complements the initial tender documentation for this procedure, as detailed below. The current document takes precedence over the original tender documentation where different.

a) The documents that have been modified in this corrigendum are: Tender Specifications: Section 1.12 Subcontracting

b) Change to the original tender documentation:

Words “on whose capacities the tenderer relies upon to fulfil the selection criteria as described under Section 3.2 Reference source not found.”

shall read:

“on whose capacities the tenderer relies upon to fulfil the selection criteria as described under Section 3.2”

All the other terms and conditions of the Tender Specifications remain unchanged.